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By Vinco David, Berne Union Secretary General.

Introduction
Trade is an important contributor to
development – economic development, at
least. In many developing countries and
emerging markets, growth is driven by
exports. As the national economies are often
too small to propel this growth on their own,
this also entails imports of capital goods and
the construction of infrastructure necessary
to enable export. All these goods and
services crossing international borders are
thus testament to economic development.
Too often, however, these transactions are
not in fact realised, as the risks – payment
risks of the exporter, in particular – are
deemed too high. There are ways to
overcome these (perceived) risks and one
important tool in this regard is credit
insurance.
This article is about the importance of
cross-border trade, and how it is stimulated
and supported by credit insurance. First, we
will try to quantify this importance in terms of
income; subsequently we will explore the role
of credit insurance in economic development.
Following this, we will explore the examples
of China and India, and lastly, we will try to
draw some conclusions about the relationship
between economic development through
export and credit insurance.

Why trade?
World cross-border trade amounted to over
$14 trillion in 20161. That is a 14 with 12 zeros –
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a staggering amount
indeed, and a ﬁgure
composed of added
value along all trade
chains. Without this,
we would have just
over $14 trillion less
income across the
globe. That amounts
to about $2,000 per
head, every year. It
Vinco David
also has a cross-over
eﬀect domestically, as foreign trade spurs
domestic trade too, via the supply chain to
exporters.
The 85 members of the Berne Union – the
insurers of credit and investment risk
worldwide – support and protect some 13% of
all cross-border trade. Without their support,
this trade would often not take place. As
mentioned, the exporters or their ﬁnancing
banks would deem the payment risk on the
importer as too high. The transaction would
then simply not occur. Trade only happens
when paid, and without cash or credit it does
not take place.

Why credit insurance?
Not all trade requires protection against
credit risk. Payment risk in inter-company
trade, or for goods and services paid in
advance, or trade on some spot markets,
such as for oil, is negligibly low. But lots of
goods and services are sold on credit to

World cross-border trade amounted to over $14 trillion
in 2016. That is a 14 with 12 zeros – a staggering amount
indeed, and a figure composed of added value along all
trade chains.
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companies or governments, with tenors
ranging from one day to over 20 years. These
diﬀerent credit terms go hand in hand with
the economic life of the respective goods.
Perishable goods, such as fresh meat,
vegetables or ﬂowers are typically sold on
terms of a week or less. Large infrastructure
projects or ships require a much longer
repayment period. Fortunately, many of these

Credit insurance not only
protects exporters against
payment risk – thereby
contributing to the
continuity of these
companies – it also
unlocks commercial
financing for trade and
investment that would
otherwise often not be
available.
buyers do pay (although not always within
the agreed terms). However, it happens too
often that purchases are not being paid for.
Hundreds of thousands of companies go
bankrupt or are otherwise declared insolvent,
every year. Or, depending on the jurisdiction,
they simply can no longer aﬀord to pay,
without a formal insolvency procedure. In the
US alone – the world’s single largest export
destination – the number of bankruptcies
(not including other insolvencies such as
Chapter 11 ﬁlings) was close to 100,000 in
2016. In some emerging markets the
incidence of bankruptcy is also high. In
Vietnam, for instance, more than 60,000
companies were declared bankrupt in 2016
alone2. Indeed, even governments and stateowned enterprises sometimes fail, often due
to lack of hard currency. Recent examples are
Tanzania or Gabon: These countries were

2

strapped of dollars, euros or other convertible
currency, partly due to the decline in the
price of the commodities they exported.
In addition to credit insurers, banks,
factoring companies and forfaiters can also
absorb payment risk for exporters. This all
comes at a price, of course, and there is some
– but not much – price competition between
the various instruments. But factoring,
forfaiting, letters of credit or the discounting
of bills of exchange do not eliminate every
payment risk. What if you are manufacturing
tailor made goods and your buyer goes bust
before you can supply these? In such a case
there will usually not be any receivable to sell,
or any draw-down under a bank’s L/C. If your
goods are commodities, you can probably resell these to another buyer at a reasonable
price, but what to do with customised
goods? Or what if your ﬁnancier has recourse
against you in case the buyer does not pay?
Furthermore, in transactions with more
complex payment terms, such as for project
ﬁnance deals or infrastructure, the relatively
standardised solutions typical in factoring or
forfaiting are often unsuitable.
Credit insurance, bank ﬁnancing for export,
forfaiting and factoring (including supply
chain ﬁnance) each have their own merits
and are more complementary than
competitive. Credit insurance works well for
standard as well as more complex payment
terms, and terms, and can also cover socalled pre-credit risk. It is noteworthy that
many banks and factoring companies also
make use of credit insurance to protect
against payment risks when ﬁnancing
exports. This allows them to protect their
balance sheet and often also leads to lower
regulatory capital requirements. The exporter
may not even be aware of this credit
insurance at the backdoor of its ﬁnancier.
Credit insurance not only protects
exporters against payment risk – thereby
contributing to the continuity of these
companies – it also unlocks commercial
ﬁnancing for trade and investment that would
otherwise often not be available. It is this

In addition to credit insurers, banks, factoring
companies and forfaiters can also absorb payment risk
for exporters. This all comes at a price, of course, and
there is some – but not much – price competition
between the various instruments.
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Figure 1: Berne Union New Business, Private & Public
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ﬁnance-catalysing aspect of credit insurance
that is of greatest importance to
development. Increasing the growth potential
of developing countries requires many capital
equipment and infrastructure investments for
which reliable ﬁnancing is essential. Public
ﬁnancing alone is often not suﬃcient to
enable this, and commercial ﬁnancing
supported by credit insurance is therefore an
important contributor to close the ﬁnancing
gap for development.

What private and public credit
insurers contribute to world trade
Credit insurance can be provided by private
companies, public agencies and multilateral
institutions. All three groups of providers are
important for development. As time has
passed, their roles and market shares have
changed.
Just over half of the near $2 trillion in crossborder trade that credit insurers support is
currently covered by the private market. Big
names are e.g. EulerHermes, Atradius, Coface,
Zurich, Liberty, XL Catlin or Chubb, as well as
some specialist Lloyds syndicates. But there
are also quite a number of other private
insurers. Some of these insurers have
developed credit insurance as their specialism
(such as the ﬁrst three companies mentioned,
the so-called monolines), others are general
insurers – which, by the way, makes them
therefore better known with the general public
– that provide credit insurance as just one of
their (many) insurance lines. In total, there are
some 60 private providers of credit insurance
worldwide.

The role of private insurers
Traditionally the role of private credit insurers
was limited to the insurance of trade credit –
i.e. credits of up to one or two years – for
both domestic trade and for export. These
shorter credit terms typically apply to
commodities, consumables or other goods
with a relatively low unit value. In addition,
their customer base was usually conﬁned to
companies in developed countries. This
situation gradually began to change around
two decades ago as private insurers started
to expand their business both in terms of
customer base and in terms of credit tenors
they could support.
Some of them have, indeed, branched out
to emerging markets, setting up oﬃces to
support local companies and local subsidiaries
of multinationals. New online opportunities
have facilitated this expansion as well.

ST: Short Term, insurance for credits up to 1 year
MLT: Medium and Long Term: Insurance for credits of 1 year and over
INV: Investment Insurance – all ﬁgures in USD billions

In addition, private insurers have stretched
the tenors they can support to even beyond
10 years, including for e.g. infrastructure,
telecom and mining projects in emerging
markets. This appetite for longer tenors had
already started before the credit crisis at the
end of the last decade, but really took oﬀ
after that. This was partly a result of the
private sector’s increasing conﬁdence as they
gained experience and familiarity with longer
risks, but risks, but was also encouraged by
increasing ﬂows of liquidity. This supply of
capital, in turn, is partly a consequence of the
historically low interest rates presently
prevailing in developed countries. Investors
are seeking higher returns than they can get
on traditional assets – government bonds, for
instance. Investment in credit and political
risk insurance – arguably also in other lines of
insurance – can provide these higher returns.
One may wonder what will happen if interest
rates start to rise again. It may well end up in
less capital ﬂowing to the insurance market –
including credit insurance – and thus
potentially contracting private credit
insurance capacity in future. However, even if
liquidity decreased, given the current overliquidity in the market, there would still seem
to be suﬃcient capital remaining to meet
demand from exporters and banks for the
foreseeable future (see Figure 1).

The role of public insurers
Despite the expansion of the remit of private
insurers, there is still a large role to play for
public insurers. National export credit insurers
are also referred to as Export Credit Agencies
(ECAs). Some of the largest ECAs include
Sinosure (China), the public arm of Euler
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Hermes (Germany), NEXI (Japan), Bpifrance
(France), SACE (Italy), K-Sure (Korea) and
ECGC (India). An increasing number of
developing countries, including many in Asia,
have set up ECAs to support their national
exports. In addition to ECAs, but to a lesser
extent, some multilaterals also provide cover
facilities for cross-border trade.
Although competition does sometimes
occur between public and private insurers,
their roles are largely complementary. One
can safely say that cover for short term credit
of exporters in developed markets, to buyers
in developed markets, is largely in the domain
of private insurers. At the other end of the
trade spectrum – long term credits for capital
equipment transactions and infrastructure
projects commissioned by buyers in
developing countries and supplied by
companies in developing countries (so-called
South-South trade) – only public insurers are
really at play. Between these two extremes of
the spectrum it often depends on the
particular circumstances, who is best ﬁt to
provide the cover against payment default. In
this context, the balance tends to shift to
ECAs when tenors are longer and buyer
countries are riskier.
It is important to note here that ECAs do
not have a development objective per se. It is
rather through supporting trade and
investment that they contribute to
development. In line with this, they do not
subsidise the exports they cover. According
to international regulation they are not even
allowed to subsidise trade. Premium income
must on the long term at least cover claims
payments and administrative costs. This is
enshrined in WTO regulation that applies to
all WTO member countries3. This requirement
is codiﬁed in European Union and OECD
regulation, but it, by virtue of their national
WTO membership, also applies to ECAs in
developing countries and other non-OECD
countries. This brings us to the next topic:
The role of ECAs in low and middle-income
countries.

4

The role of ECAs in low and middleincome countries
The world’s ﬁrst ECAs were set up in Europe
soon after the ﬁrst World War ended – now a
century ago. European countries, ravaged or
impoverished by war, realised that supporting
their exporters was an eﬀective way to get
their economies back on track. By the midnineteen sixties, almost all industrialised
countries had a national ECA. At that time,
only a handful of developing countries,
including India, had set up an ECA. Although
the circumstances today may not be as
dramatic as in the aftermath of the ﬁrst
World War, the argument that ECAs are an
eﬀective way to stimulate the economy still

Shifting the focus back to
India, a measure to
promote exports should
be mentioned. In 1957,
India set up its ECA, the
ECGC. Over the years
ECGC has expanded its
portfolio, and it is now one
of Asia’s largest ECAs,
particularly in the trade
export credit area (i.e.
credits up to one year).

holds; and just as much so for low and
middle-income countries. This is especially
true for some smaller developing countries in
which credit insurance from commercial
providers is not available; or is only available
in a very limited way. Indeed, since
commercial insurers require a certain mass to
make their business ﬁnancially sustainable,
they may not always be interested in making
their products available in these smaller,

This growth in China’s exports is even more remarkable
when it is noted that this period includes the global
financial crisis, when in 2009 Chinese exports dropped
by a staggering $230 billion compared to 2008, but
nevertheless quite in line with the drop in world exports
in that year.
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Figure 2: Prague Club Committee Insured Exports (figures
in USD billions)
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developing economies.
Today, most major middle-income
countries and some lower-income countries
have ECAs. A key stimulus to the
establishment of new ECAs was the collapse
of Comecon and break-up of the Soviet
Union shortly after. Suddenly Central and
Eastern European countries and former
Soviet states in Central Asia had to adapt
their previously centrally led economies to a
market economy. That was a huge, diﬃcult
and painful transition. With the help of the
European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) and sovereign donors
such as Korea and the Netherlands, ECAs
were soon established in a number of these
countries. These ECAs were critical to enable
the transition to commercial export in a
global, competitive market for former state
companies and new start-ups alike. The
Berne Union assisted in this process by
creating a platform for training and exchange
of business information between the newly
established ECAs: the so-called Prague Club.
Since its inception in 1993, the Prague Club
has expanded to become a thriving platform
for ECA start-ups and scale-ups worldwide.
To date it has 39 members, 11 of which are
domiciled in Asia, and as of 2016, it is a fully
integrated committee of the Berne Union.
The volume of exports insured by Prague
Club members has grown fast. By the turn of
this century, their ﬁgure for annual new
business was just $1.2 billion in total. By 2016
this insured volume had risen to $37.8 billion –
an impressive growth indeed. The largest
Prague Club members are Exiar (Russia),
ICIEC (a subsidiary of the Islamic
Development Bank), SID Banka (Slovenia)
and KUKE (Poland). SID Banka is quite large
relative to the size of the Slovenian economy,
as it has grown strongly over the years and
oﬀers a very wide range of services to
Slovenian exporters (see Figure 2).

Figure 3: RCG (Established Asian ECAs) as a share of total
Berne Union New ST Business – USD billions

Figure 4: RCG (Established Asian ECAs) as a share of total
Berne Union New MLT Business – USD billions

ECAs in Asia: China and India as
examples
Focussing on Asia, we can see a landscape
which is diﬀerent from either Europe or North
America. Although there are some private or
semi-private insurers selling credit insurance –
such as Tokio Marine, PICC, and some credit
insurers originally from Europe – throughout
Asia, the credit insurance landscape is
dominated by ECAs. In addition to Prague
Club members, there are also a number of
more established ECAs, including the
aforementioned Sinosure, NEXI, K-Sure and

ECGC (see Figures 3 and 4).
The dominance of ECAs in Asia may have
many causes. One is that many Asian
countries – with the notable exception of
Japan – started their industrialisation, and the
subsequent economic development leap,
later than most Western economies. To catch
up with industrialised countries, export was

5
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Figure 5: Sinosure new commitments (Short Term credits)
20007-2016 – USD millions

Sinosure for example, is one of the policy
institutions underpinning the Chinese
Government’s Belt and Road initiative.

China

Figure 6: Sinosure new commitments (Medium/Long Term
credits) 20007-2016, in millions USD

Figure 7: Penetration rate of Sinosure cover relative to
Chinese exports (Left hand scale in millions USD)

Let’s take the Chinese example further. Until
quite recently China’s economic growth was
largely driven by exports. In 2007, exports
totalled $1.2 trillion . In 2016, this had risen to
$2.1 trillion : A growth of 75% in ten years
(disregarding the impact of inﬂation and
currency exchange movements between the
dollar and the renminbi)4.
This growth in China’s exports is even
more remarkable when it is noted that this
period includes the global ﬁnancial crisis,
when in 2009 Chinese exports dropped by a
staggering $230 billion compared to 2008,
but nevertheless quite in line with the drop in
world exports in that year. Growth was such
that already by 2010 exports had rebounded
strongly to achieve record levels. It also
includes the years 2015 and 2016, when world
trade expressed in US dollar terms decreased,
including China’s exports. (Note: this was not
so much a drop in the actual physical volume
of world trade, but, rather, a drop in dollar
prices of these goods.)
We can see even faster growth in business
covered by Sinosure (see Figures 5 and 6).
In 2007, their new export credit insurance
volume totalled $33.4 dollars. By 2016, this
had risen to $396.3.5 dollars5.
From this data we can deduct a strong
correlation between export volume at the one
hand and export credit insurance volume at
the other hand, whereby the share of credit
insurance is even accelerating. This can be
expressed as the penetration rate of Sinosure
cover in China’s exports, which has grown
from 2.6% in 2007 to 18.0% in 2016. The
growth in export credit insurance is,
therefore, a good, even leveraged, indicator
of growth in export and, consequently,
growth in economic development, at least in
this Chinese example (see Figure 7).

India

6

necessary and for this export, ECAs were
useful tools in the hands of governments.
Another reason may be that in some Asian
countries, even after a development leap,
ECAs continue to be seen as instruments for
the execution of national economic policy –
more so than in many Western countries.

India, at least until a few years ago, followed a
rather diﬀerent economic policy to China.
Although there were measures to stimulate
exports, much eﬀort was also put into
protecting domestic production. In addition,
economic and ﬁscal policy in India has
traditionally been more decentralised than in
China.
As a consequence, India’s economy is
more domestically driven. Additionally, the
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Conclusion
Trade is an important contributor to
economic growth and thus also economic
development. Given the small size of
domestic markets for many low and middleincome countries, further development of
their economies must be undertaken through
exports. Especially goods and services that
add value along the production chain (e.g.
processed and manufactured goods). We
have also seen large middle-income
countries, like China and India, equally beneﬁt
from exports of goods and services as a

Figure 8: ECGC New Business 2012 – 2016 in millions USD
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export volume, and its contribution to GDP, is
considerably lower than China’s. In 2007,
Indian exports totalled $252 billion; in 2016
this had risen to $434 billion6 - a signiﬁcant
rise of 72%, i.e. similar of that of China, but at
a lower absolute level. Also, if we consider the
contribution of exports to GDP, then
traditionally this share was higher for China
than for India. In 2007, e.g., this was 36% for
China and 21% for India. By contrast, in 2016,
the percentage for India is slightly lower, i.e.
19%. While in China, during the same period
dropped to 20%, a ﬁgure now similar with
that of India. This is clearly a sign that
economic growth in China has shifted
somewhat to domestic consumption, as a
result of Chinese government policy to
become less dependent on exports (see
Figure 8).
Shifting the focus back to India, a measure
to promote exports should be mentioned. In
1957, India set up its ECA, the ECGC. Over the
years ECGC has expanded its portfolio, and it
is now one of Asia’s largest ECAs, particularly
in the trade export credit area (i.e. credits up
to one year). Over the last few years, its
penetration grade has remained consistent at
around 10% of national exports. Compared to
China, we can see a drop in export value in
2015, following the decrease in commodity
process. However, in 2016 India managed to
grow its export value again.
A large part of their support is directly
from banks that ﬁnance exporters. While this
is common practice for export ﬁnance (i.e.
bank ﬁnancing with tenors over 1 year), ECGC
also provides this for shorter trade credits. As
most world trade is on short term credit, this
instrument has made a considerable impact
on India’s export performance. With ECGC’s
protection, banks – often wary of ﬁnancing
without meaningful or concrete collateral –
are more willing to ﬁnance even SME’s
exports (see Figure 9).

ST: short term cover to exporters
ST ECIB: short term cover to banks
MLT: medium/long term cover to banks

Figure 9: Penetration rate of ECGC new business relative to
Indian exports – USD millions

driver for growth and development. Credit
insurance is an important facilitator for
ﬁnancially sustainable exports such as higher
end goods and services. Not only does it
protect the exporters’ balance sheet, but can
enable essential bank ﬁnancing for working
capital or during the credit period. Following
the example of industrialised countries, many
low and middle-income countries have,
therefore, set up public schemes for export
credit insurance. As China and India’s
example have demonstrated, growth of
exports goes hand-in-hand with growth in
credit insurance. ■

Notes
1 UN Comtrade, World Bank and ITC statistics.
2 Dun & Bradstreet, Global Bankruptcy Report 2017.
3 WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures.
4 World Bank data.
5 Berne Union data.
6 World Bank data.
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Venezuela was one of our themes of last year, and we expect it will be
this year too. The key questions are, could the country finally succumb
and formally declare a default on its foreign debt in 2018, who will win
the elections now set for April and how will the developing sanctions
regime play into this? By Stuart Culverhouse, Chief Economist and
Global Head of Fixed Income Research at Exotix.
Political turmoil continues
Perhaps emerging markets in 2017 will be
remembered as the year in which Venezuela’s
muddle-through strategy came to an end. We
suspect the announcement of the debt
restructuring on 2 November was prompted
by the imposition of US sanctions in July,
cutting Venezuela oﬀ from sources of
international ﬁnance and leading to a sharp
drop in its exports to the US. The US
sanctions regime now targets 44 individuals,
with the EU equivalent targeting seven, and
they could well be broadened and extended,
as we discuss below.
The next major event to watch is the snap
presidential election recently announced for
April 22. The highest-proﬁle rivals to
President Nicolas Maduro – Leopoldo Lopez
and Henrique Capriles – are barred from
standing and opposition groups have said
they will boycott the poll. Maduro hopes the
election, and the opposition’s disarray, will
allow him to consolidate his power, but it will
not bring an end to the popular protests and
the international condemnation.

Mysterious payment strategy
Since the government announced its
intention to restructure its foreign debt,
nothing much has happened regarding
sovereign repayments, aside from the
recent news about the “Petro”
cryptocurrency. It still isn’t clear what the
strategy is, and even if it has one.
After not paying its bonds, and then
seemingly paying some and not others, in or

Stuart Culverhouse
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Another big year
for Venezuela

after the grace period,
the government has
fallen into selective
default on its
sovereign bonds, and
while it seemingly
prioritised payments
on PDVSA (the stateowned oil and natural
gas company) bonds,
even these have fallen

into default too.
By January, Venezuela was in default on
eight sovereign bonds, according to S&P,
which we calculate to amount to US$700mn
in overdue interest payments (Figure 1). This
is half of its 16 bonds.
If this path continues, Venezuela will be in
default on all its sovereign bonds by the end
of April!

Figure 1:
Sovereign bonds in selective default
Due date
13-Oct
13-Oct
21-Oct
21-Oct
07-Nov
07-Nov
01-Dec
09-Dec

Bond
VENZ 19s
VENZ 24s
VENZ 25s
VENZ 26s
VENZ 23s
VENZ 28s
VENZ 18s
VENZ 20s

Interest due
(US$ mn)
97
103
61
176
90
93
35
45
700

Source: S&P, Bloomberg, Exotix

Since the government announced its intention to
restructure its foreign debt, nothing much has happened
regarding sovereign repayments, aside from the recent
news about the “Petro” cryptocurrency.
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Bondholders have been patient, but it is not
clear how long this patience will last,
especially if Venezuela is in default on all
sovereign bonds, as some PDVSA holders get
paid, which arguably undermines their own
recovery prospects. Perhaps the government
is formulating its strategy and will announce
its plans in coming months, or it is just
playing it by ear until either rising oil prices,
Russia or China save it, or it cannot continue
any longer?
The next principal payment is ELECAR in
April (US$650mn), although this is not
regarded as posing a risk to the
sovereign/PDVSA complex; after that, there
would be a wait until the next sovereign
principal payment in August. The government
might also be waiting to see what happens at

Figure 2: Price of VENZ 2038
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Figure 3: US imports of Venezuelan oil (‘000 bpd)
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Source: US EIA, Exotix calculations. Imports from Venezuela of crude oil and petroleum
products (excluding US Virgin Islands’ imports). *Average from Jan-Nov 2017

the election.
Venezuela’s sovereign bonds are oﬀ their
(all-time) lows, hit over the turn of this year,
but generally are in the range of 20-30 (with
the exception of the three 2018 maturities,
which are around 30-40). The bonds have
fallen by more than we thought, but we still
like the longer, low cash price bonds (2038s
are around 27), as we see recovery values of
around 40 (even in a downside scenario).
However, with non-payment of coupons, and
uncertainty over how long this will last, there
might not be any rush for them right now,
absent any more information on the
government’s payment or restructuring plans.
PDVSA bonds are a bit more complicated.
With current prices for the non-collateralised
bonds in the 20-30s, they have limited
downside, and possibly more upside if
PDVSA holders manage to get good
recoveries either through: (i) a US bankruptcy
process; or (ii) by successfully appending
themselves to a sovereign deal. But they
could be zeroed too. (see Figure 2)
The sanctions imposed on Venezuela by
the US administration and the EU, targeting
numerous individuals, including Maduro, with
asset freezes and prohibitions on US citizens
from dealing with them, are an important
backdrop to these bond payment questions.
To the extent that these targeted measures
bite, they may weaken support for Maduro
over time. Personal sanctions make it harder
for the elite to beneﬁt from corruption and
increase the punishment associated with it.
But, as the experience of sanctions elsewhere
shows, it can take a long time to achieve the
desired eﬀect.
If they don’t appear to work, as the US has
warned, sanctions could be escalated to
include even more members or former
members of the regime, diplomatic sanctions,
or trade and ﬁnancial sanctions. All options
appear to be on the table, and this could
involve more direct or other less visible
measures.
Perhaps the most direct measure would be
a ban on Venezuelan oil exports to the US
(see Figures 3 and 4 for the importance of
the US market to Venezuela), but it could
encompass other measures such as a ban on
US exports to Venezuela, banning payments
for exports, freezing US$ transactions by
PDVSA, divesting Citgo (a US reﬁner
majority-owned by PDVSA) or even
prohibiting lending to the government. The
situation is far from straightforward (see
Figure 3).
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With the US appearing to be ruling nothing
out, and Maduro unlikely to change course,
the threat of trade sanctions would appear to
be growing. It may not come to it in the end,
but trade sanctions – especially a ban on
Venezuelan oil imports – would raise several
issues for both sides. The US market is
important to Venezuela, but Venezuela is also
important to the US (although perhaps not in
equal measure). Beyond the economics, the
humanitarian situation and risk of collapse are
other considerations.
From Venezuela's perspective, the US is its
most important export market (in terms of
cash sales). Venezuela exported about 2.1mn
bpd (crude and petroleum products) in 2016,
according to OPEC data. Of this, c40% went
to the US. EIA data show that US imports of
Venezuelan oil averaged 809k bpd in 2016
(the rate fell to an average of 755k bpd in Q1
17, but jumped to 857k bpd in April). The US
is followed by China (which imported an
average of 420k bpd of oil in 2016) and India
(imports of 390k bpd), based on our
calculations using own country import data.

Figure 4: Venezuela’s main export
destinations* (2016)
Market
US
India
China
Netherlands Antilles
Singapore
Cuba
Switzerland

US$ mn
9,500
4,654
3,818
2,161
1,420
1,110
619

Source: IMF DOTS. *One can assume most of this is oil. We
think the Netherlands Antilles and Singapore are reﬁning
centres for re-export, so not necessarily indicative of the
ﬁnal destination.

In the face of a US ban on Venezuelan oil
imports, Venezuela might try to divert its oil
to other markets, but we're not sure it will be
able easily (and quickly) to do this.
First, it's a question of size. It seems
unlikely that China and India could either
individually or together quickly absorb the
amount of oil currently destined for the US
market, and given other markets' imports of
Venezuelan oil tail oﬀ very sharply after these
it is not clear anyone else can ﬁll the gap. And
even if China and India wanted to, is it
feasible for them to take more Venezuela oil
and would they have the reﬁning capacity?
Alternatively, Russia may come into play.
Some 500k-600k bpd of oil go to China and

Russia to repay debts, according to research
cited by Bloomberg, but similar arguments
about capacity and feasibility would apply.
Second, it's a question of quality. Not all
markets can take heavy Venezuela oil, so
alternatives are limited in any case. This could
result in Venezuelan oil being sold at a

With the US appearing to
be ruling nothing out, and
Maduro unlikely to change
course, the threat of trade
sanctions would appear to
be growing.
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Potential impact of trade sanctions

greater discount, so there could be an
adverse impact on oil export revenues even if
Venezuela can sell its oil elsewhere. And if
other nations, in Latin America, Europe or
Asia choose to follow suit with US sanctions,
the options to divert oil exports elsewhere
would be even more limited.

Would trade sanctions work anyway?
Markets may expect that trade sanctions –
cutting oﬀ Venezuela’s only source of FX –
will precipitate a hard default and
restructuring, and perhaps bring about the
collapse of the government.
We also make three observations:
1. The impact of extending sanctions may
not be immediate as the government ﬁnds
ways around them and relies more on its
friends. There are examples whereby
governments have continued to muddle
through even in the face of tight sanctions
(for example, Zimbabwe, where we note
there were nearly 190 individuals and entities
on the US Treasury’s list of Specially
Designated Nationals).
2. Their eﬀectiveness will also depend on
whether they are bilateral or part of a wider
coordinated international eﬀort, although
they might be diﬃcult to get broader support
for.
3. While the intention of sanctions may be
to deliver regime change, there might be
some concern in the international community
(especially, we think, in Europe) about what
would follow and doubts this can be
managed in a smooth way. ■
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Winds are changing
for wind ﬁnancing
EKF has played a crucial role in the development of wind ﬁnancing –
a sector that continues to evolve to face new challenges.

Wind energy has developed rapidly over the
last two decades. From a small industry that
few believed would ever become more than a
marginal source of energy to a promising,
grand-scale industry oﬀering important
contribution to the green transition.
One ECA stands out as the one that has
been part of the journey since the birth of the
modern wind industry: EKF Denmark’s
Export Credit Agency. They have been
labelled The green ECA, because wind makes
up more than 60 percent of their portfolio.
EKF has contributed to the ﬁnancing of wind
projects totalling EUR 20 billion during the
past 14 years. Consequently, in 2016, EKF
covered more than 50% of the total
renewable energy commitments among
OECD ECAs.
However, winds are changing in the
industry, and EKF is changing with them.

An expanding source of energy
For many years, wind energy was heavily
dependent on government subsidies.
However, as a result of strong competition
and technological advances in the industry,
wind energy has increasingly become
competitive in its own right compared to
fossil fuel-based energy and nuclear power.
This is stimulating demand and assisting the
transition towards a sustainable energy
future.
Onshore wind capacity is expected to
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Christian Ølgaard

grow by more than
250 GW from now on
to 2022,
corresponding to 50%
of the present
capacity. The oﬀshore
industry is still much
smaller than onshore,
but the expected
expansion of 34 GW
will double the
present capacity.

Projects exposed to new risks
As the industry matured, and as the
technology became more eﬃcient and
reliable, investor interest increased. In their
search for yield, many equity funds and
institutional investors have come on board
attracted by the stable cash ﬂow and
generous subsidies oﬀered by wind projects.
However, the ﬁnancing conditions are
changing rapidly in these years, not least in
the Western world. Licenses for new projects
are increasingly obtained via auctions which
are driving down the need for subsidies.
Simultaneously, regulators and oﬀtakers
require projects to carry part of the risk of
changing electricity prices and ﬂuctuations in
wind production. Dealing with these risks is a
challenge to lenders.
“New structures in the ﬁnancing models
are introduced to mitigate these new risks.

For many years, wind energy was heavily dependent on
government subsidies. However, as a result of strong
competition and technological advances in the industry,
wind energy has increasingly become competitive in its
own right compared to fossil fuel-based energy and
nuclear power.
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wind. As long as it beneﬁts the Danish
oﬀshore industry, we are ready to follow our
producers into the new markets,” Ølgaard
explains.

Oﬀshore power plants

Onshore wind expanding into
emerging markets

Size matters and wind farms, especially
oﬀshore, are no exception. In the last decade,
EKF has been involved in ﬁnancing some of
the largest oﬀshore wind farms oﬀ the coasts
of England, Scotland, Belgium, Holland and
Germany. The 500 MW Walney Extension
situated at the west coast of England – the
world’s largest oﬀshore wind farm to date is a
recent example.
“14 years ago, we ﬁnanced wind turbines.
Then we ﬁnanced wind farms. Nowadays we
are just one among a group of lenders
ﬁnancing power plants that can supply
several hundred-thousand households with
green energy,” says Ølgaard.
The UK plans to build more and even
larger oﬀshore farms above 1 GW – thus
supplying more than a million homes with
green energy.
“We believe that there is still a role for EKF
to play in Europe. The scale of project costs
calls for numerous ﬁnancing sources and
given our experience in wind ﬁnancing, we
still have much to oﬀer,” says Ølgaard.
He adds. “That oﬀshore wind in Northern
Europe is now a well-developed market does
not mean that the risk is lower than it was 14
years ago. A strong political commitment,
including a government-supported ﬁxed
price oﬀtake agreement, backed the ﬁrst
oﬀshore wind farms. Since then, construction
and technology risks have diminished,
whereas the market risks have increased.”
National policies and targets for green
energy supply combined with the lack of
empty land suitable for larger and more
eﬃcient wind farms have been the driving
factors for oﬀshore wind in Northern Europe.
The same factors are expected to drive the
new oﬀshore markets in Taiwan, the USA,
South Korea, Japan and China in the coming
years. EKF stands ready to expand our scope.
“Denmark has a stronghold in oﬀshore

Onshore wind, on the other hand, is cheaper,
having had a much more global presence for
many years. With its improved
competitiveness, onshore wind is increasingly
moving into emerging countries. In these
parts of the world, wind investments are
more about satisfying the constant growing
demand for energy rather than meeting
policy targets for green energy supplies.
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Creativity is warranted as projects are banked
upon conﬁdence in their ability to service the
debt,” says Christian Ølgaard, deputy CEO
and head of client services in EKF.

The UK plans to build
more and even larger
oﬀshore farms above 1 GW
– thus supplying more
than a million homes with
green energy.
Several emerging countries like Argentina,
Pakistan, Egypt, Kenya and Mongolia have
embarked upon an expansion of onshore
wind capacity. However, these markets still
suﬀer from a shortage of ﬁnance as the
commercial banks are neither willing nor able
to oﬀer ﬁnancing without signiﬁcant
participation from non-commercial players
such as ECAs, IFIs and DFIs.
EKF is witnessing a signiﬁcant rise in the
demand for ﬁnancing in emerging markets.
However, putting together a ﬁnancing
package in the emerging markets is often a
challenging and time-consuming process.
“Although it is important to us to assist our
exporters into the emerging markets, we also
have to acknowledge that the risks, both
commercial and political, are often signiﬁcant.
In the most diﬃcult cases we seek
partnerships with other non-commercial
players to ensure a strong group of lenders,”
says Ølgaard. ■

“Although it is important to us to assist our exporters
into the emerging markets, we also have to
acknowledge that the risks, both commercial and
political, are often signiﬁcant. In the most diﬃcult cases
we seek partnerships with other non-commercial
players to ensure a strong group of lenders.”
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Radical innovation in
trade ﬁnance
By Christophe Spoerry, co-founder of the Euler Hermes Digital Agency.

Digital technologies and innovations are
reshaping the world of trade ﬁnance. While
less prominent than in business to consumer
(B2C) ﬁnancial services, our industry and its
customers’ expectations are changing
dramatically – at a rapid pace never
experienced before.
Credit insurer Euler Hermes established its
own internal, yet independent, digital agency
(EHDA) two years ago to further its digital
leadership in tomorrow's global B2B data and
ﬁnancial services. In considering three key
questions about the ‘most likely’ radical
changes expected in the next ﬁve years,
EHDA has created a snapshot of their
potential impact and how their combined
eﬀects could further accelerate change:

1. Big data & artificial intelligence (AI)
Our clients increasingly have access to
signiﬁcant volumes of meaningful data,
analytics and artiﬁcial intelligence. What will
the role of a trade insurer be if clients can
self-insure and make informed credit risk
decisions themselves?

2. Platformisation of B2B commerce
In a world where a signiﬁcant proportion of
goods and services are traded on digital
platforms, including electronic contracts, einvoices, smart payments, and full access to
the behavioral patterns of all buyers and
sellers across the platform, where does credit
risk insurance come into the picture? What
about other trade-related risks?

3. Product substitution
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Trade ﬁnance is on the verge of the
exponential change many other sectors –
mobile phones, media and transport – have
already faced. After years of limited
innovation in trade ﬁnance instruments, slow
adoption of invoicing networks and sluggish
supply chain progress, a new door is opening
to a future full of creative ﬁnancial solution
substitute products. When game-changing

technologies and
catalysts such as big
data, blockchain,
cheap funding and
the cloud
revolutionise our
industry, who will still
buy credit insurance
and under what
conditions?
Christophe Spoerry

Time to throw in the towel?
Quite the opposite – it’s a time of immense
opportunity! As a global market and thought
leader, Euler Hermes is actively pursuing
deep digital transformations to digitise its
core oﬀering, enhance its business model and
exploit the many new opportunities that lie
ahead.
To capture the opportunities, when Euler
Hermes created the EHDA in July 2015, it was
initially an innovation lab co-founded by Louis
Carbonnier and Christophe Spoerry, reporting
to the group CEO. EHDA works closely with a
wide range of leading experts inside and
outside the business, particularly focusing on
exceptionally innovative start-ups in data
science, blockchain and supply chain ﬁnance.
EHDA’s central aim is to reinvent trade ﬁnance
and position Euler Hermes as the digital
leader in B2B trade and ﬁnancial services.

EHDA was founded with three core
missions:
1. Monitor and evaluate trends, especially
new technologies and potential disruptions
2. Establish a competence center with
expertise in digital transformation
3. Create an incubator for digital
innovation and experimentation
Over the past two years, EHDA has begun
identifying promising new opportunities –
including new technologies, services,
processes and partnerships – that will help
shape the future of credit insurance and the
trade ﬁnance sector.
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How does Euler Hermes attract
innovators?
It took EHDA just 12 months to build the
foundations for a sustainable innovation
platform by creating two-way porosity
between the world of credit insurance and
the ecosystems of innovation. While the trade
ﬁnance industry could be seen to traditionally
operate in something of a vacuum, Euler
Hermes views its industry as a great
ecosystem, full of opportunities. EHDA’s ﬁrst
priority, therefore, was to create porosity to
let positive innovators inﬁltrate the ecosystem
and, step-by-step, enrich and develop it.

Creating two-way porosity
During its ﬁrst year EHDA explained the
fundamental concepts of credit management
and insurance to hundreds of innovators.
Listening to customers, we designed value
propositions with them and for them,
unleashed the teams’ creativity, opened APIs
into Euler Hermes assets and made company
data accessible in innovative ways. We also
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As an industry, we can better serve clients
and sustain proﬁtability by changing the way
we distribute and develop products, predict,
price and underwrite risk. Ultimately, the
question is whether this can lead to solutions
serving a wider portion of B2B trade than the
current 5% of businesses leveraging credit
insurance?
Believing in reinventing existing services
while also investing in disruptive services
including ‘plug and play’ data and service
platforms, EHDA is forging partnerships with
innovators. The goal: position Euler Hermes
as the preferred facilitating partner, from
investment to market access, for B2B ﬁntech
start-ups and data platforms.
To better support the global acceleration
of Euler Hermes’ digital transformation, EHDA
has grown rapidly with experienced teams
now in France, Hong Kong, the UK and the
US. Their activities include:
● The Innovation Lab: Incubates disruptive
ideas for trade ﬁnance, with a global
network of innovators and start-up partners
● The New Business Factory: Vertically
scales successful experiments validated in
the Innovation Lab, and transforms them
into sustainable new tech-powered lines of
business in partnership with Euler Hermes’
business units
● Spinoﬀs: Vertically scales selected
successful experiments validated in the
Innovation Lab, to enable them grow with
the support of leading external
entrepreneurs
● The Data Lab: Leverages artiﬁcial
intelligence and advanced data science;
identiﬁes new data sources to improve
Euler Hermes’ grading, underwriting and
marketing activity
● Digital Culture: Fosters digital
transformation and awareness across the
company.

Getting innovators
interested in that
ecosystem was not
enough in itself — EHDA
also had to interest the
broader Euler Hermes
employee base in the
world of innovators.
created many partnerships in Silicon Valley
and other innovation hubs in countries
including France, Germany, Hong Kong,
Sweden, the UK and the US. Providing the
foundations of a scalable platform for
innovation accelerated positive porosity
within the trade credit ecosystem.
Getting innovators interested in that
ecosystem was not enough in itself — EHDA
also had to interest the broader Euler Hermes
employee base in the world of innovators.
The founding Digital Agency team three
people acted as translators and interpreters;
adding scalability was key to maximising the
number of ideas tested and to interacting
meaningfully with the external world. A raft of
proof of concepts (PoCs) and prototypes,
largely in the US and Western Europe, rapidly
materialised. But behind the scenes was a
greater story … a deep-rooted relationship
being created between the world of
innovators which is key to Euler Hermes'
platform for innovation.

From EHDA to Euler Hermes
One on hand, the EHDA platform for
innovation provides several services which
are relatively standard in corporate innovation
labs and start-up studios. These include
deciphering market trends and technology
shifts, connecting with innovator networks,
ideating and validating ideas through PoCs
and prototypes, and being digital culture
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ambassadors across the Euler Hermes overall.
What is less common, especially in
regulated industries, is the level of autonomy
that Euler Hermes management gave EHDA
from the outset. This freedom has been key in
driving innovation throughout the company.
It has enabled everyone to speak a common
language, uniting the worlds of innovators
and trade credit while working at an
innovator’s pace.
Building on this platform, scalability was
created through a de-centralised, yet
cohesive, network of internal and external
innovators. EHDA acts as a connector
matching tech solutions to client needs,
bringing its trusted internal and external

... despite a widespread need for risk
protection, less than 5% of receivables
are currently insured; better, more
accessible trade credit services will
unlock the potential of a huge market.
The same is true for receivables financing
and other trade finance services.
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network together to solve problems and
maximise resources. A typical EHDA initiative
will mobilise an external partner start-up, a
data lab, a couple of developers and an
internal business owner over a few short
weeks. Accelerating this cycle of ideating,
assembling, testing and disbanding creates
scalability for Euler Hermes. In exploration
phases such as this, velocity is important:
large corporates can often be tempted to
revert to the deceptive security of more
traditional and structured approaches.
Increasingly, EHDA is becoming a ‘new
business factory’. Ultimately, the objective is
to create and test products that support
Euler Hermes customers. Although at the
beginning of this journey, the ability to bring
products to market and scale them up as a
mini-business unit brings signiﬁcant potential
for the business. As a result, hundreds of
external innovators are now simultaneously
engaged on a wide range of initiatives,
connected with hundreds of colleagues
within Euler Hermes and the wider trade
ﬁnance industry. This is the central ingredient
of the EHDA platform – a rich dynamic cycle
of open innovation – creating and building

positive porosity in trade credit.

Powering the future of trade
The Euler Hermes platform for innovation
transforms connections and ideas into
tangible business that beneﬁts the wider
trade ﬁnance industry in several ways. The
porosity between trade ﬁnance and
innovation ecosystems fosters deeper
exchanges and a more forward-looking
understanding of client needs. This in turn
leads to the creation of fundamentally better
trade services. Better trade services are
clearly beneﬁcial for the overall economy as
well as the trade ﬁnance industry, despite
some change being potentially disruptive to
current oﬀerings. For instance, despite a
widespread need for risk protection, less than
5% of receivables are currently insured;
better, more accessible trade credit services
will unlock the potential of a huge market.
The same is true for receivables ﬁnancing and
other trade ﬁnance services.
EHDA is also a signiﬁcant new business
lead generator. The innovation – and
technology-ﬁrst approach deepens client and
partner relationships, increasing both trust
and mutually beneﬁcial deals. In addition,
bringing together the best trade ﬁnance
experts and leading external innovators
creates a unique perspective on future
developments. With EHDA’s New Business
Factory, Euler Hermes is actively building
technologies and services that will power the
future of trade.

What next?
At Euler Hermes, the creation of EHDA and
the acceleration of the group’s digital
transformation has been a rapid and intense
journey. A large number of opportunities
have already been unlocked. The platform for
innovation is a signiﬁcant achievement which
will continue to open many more
opportunities for the business and the wider
industry. However, the journey has just begun
and the path is paved with new challenges.
Sustaining a high level of innovation over the
long term is not easy, particularly on a global
scale. In adjusting the design of EHDA’s
platform to achieve equal innovation at global
and local levels, we must also continue to
attract top innovators to our ecosystem and
bring in tangible new business. Trade ﬁnance
is undoubtedly a fascinating ecosystem, with
a virtually unlimited potential. We have only
just begun to scratch the surface of what
may ultimately be possible. ■
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ECGC Limited, a government-owned export credit agency established
in 1957, aims to promote exports from India by providing cost eﬀective
credit insurance and support to trade ﬁnance. By Geetha Muralidhar,
Chairman and Managing Director, Export Credit Guarantee Corporation
of India (ECGC).

In its 60-year journey, ECGC has had to
respond to numerous impactful economic
and geopolitical challenges. During the 1960s
and 1970s, payment issues from nascent
African economies like Nigeria, Tanzania,
Uganda and Sudan exposed exporters to
higher risks. ECGC rose to the challenge with
large claim settlements. As new markets
opened up worldwide including opportunities
for Medium and Long Term exports, ECGC’s
role became even more critical and ECGC
responded by issuing speciﬁc policy covers
for MLT exports in the 1980s. The 1990s were
testing times for ECGC with the devastating
Iraq-Iran and the Iraq-Kuwait wars which
resulted in ECGC making claim settlements of
over USD 125 million. ECGC had to resort to
market borrowings to meet these claim
commitments. That borrowings were fully
repaid in the next few years through surplus,
reﬂecting the strength and prudent
underwriting process followed by ECGC. The
following decade brought a fresh wave of
economic and political turmoil. The US
subprime crisis, the Greek debt crisis, political
strife in Egypt, Tunisia and Libya – all posed
new and unknown hazards to exporters.
ECGC continued to enable exporters to cope
with unexpected risks. Additional continuing
reforms within India brought fresh challenges.
ECGC is registered as a non-life insurance
company with the Indian insurance regulator.
All ECGC schemes comply with insurance
regulation, particularly in terms of pricing, risk
management, etc.
Over the years, ECGC has enhanced its
footprint, growing in size, reach and in
business coverage. The total business covered
has increased from USD 11.47 million in
Financial Year 1966 to USD 40,757 million
in Financial Year 2017, which is close to 16% of
Indian exports.

Product innovation
and diverse oﬀerings
are ECGC's forte.
There are 19 products
for exporters, 11
products for banks
under short term
business, and a dozen
products for MLT
business (medium
Geetha Muralidhar
and long term). In all
20,000 exporters, of which over 17000 are
SMEs, are supported directly and indirectly
through various products.
ECGC is a pioneer in providing protection
for Trade Finance including working capital
facilities since 1962, which encompasses
cover for facilities extended by banks to the
exporters. Under this mandate ECGC services
more than 4,000 bank branches of 40 banks.
During the Financial Year 2017, ECGC insured
USD 18,076 million export credit outstanding
of over 23,500 accounts of banks.
ECGC also covers trade receivables of the
exporters through 12,000 policies of which
more than 90% have been issued to SMEs.
ECGC has taken several initiatives to help
Indian exporters to increase their trade with
rest of the world. In the year 2005, ECGC
brought an across the board reduction in
premium by 33%. It was followed by across the
board reduction in premium rates by an
average of 10% in 2007. To cater to the
growing and speciﬁc requirements of the
exporters, ECGC not only diversiﬁed its policy
product portfolio, it also introduced
customized covers for it clients. ECGC reduced
premium by an average of 17% in its Whole
Turnover Policies in April 2016 to enable a level
playing ﬁeld for our exporter customers. The
exporter clients now pay only 50% of the
premium that they were paying 12 years ago
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Marking 60 years
of success
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for the same unit of risk.
ECGC maintains data on more than
400,000 overseas buyers updated at regular
intervals. ECGC has digitized the buyer's
report which has not only reduced the
handling of ﬁles, but also brought speedy
decisions and ultimately serve exporters
better by reducing turnaround time. In the
Financial year 2017, exposure of over USD
19,231 million was underwritten in respect of
more than 120,000 buyers.
ECGC follows a seven-fold country
classiﬁcation. Review of the countries is
carried out dynamically by ECGC through its
in-house Country Risk Rating Model (CRRM)
which measures the ability and likelihood of a
country to honour its commitments
undertaken both as part of trade or sovereign
debt. ECGC covers are available for 237
countries around the world.
Over the last 60 years ECGC has
developed a network of 60 branch oﬃces and
ﬁve regional oﬃces in India that enables us to
reach out to every exporter across the length
and breadth of the country. ECGC has set up
regional Claims Processing Centres at its ﬁve
regional oﬃces for speedy decision making
on claims. For customers’ convenience, claim
procedures have been simpliﬁed.
In the past ﬁve years, ECGC received a
capital contribution of USD 70 million from
the Government of India. Over the same
period, it returned USD 153 million in taxes
and dividends.
In the international arena, ECGC is an
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active member of the Berne Union. As part of
its initiatives, BU forms Working Groups
involving Berne Union Export Credit Agencies
(ECAs) and leading external organizations.
ECGC is a member of two such Working
Groups involving Berne Union- World Bank
and ICC Export Finance. ECGC has also been
very closely associated with many other
groups associated directly or indirectly with
the Berne Union – Berne Union/World Bank
Working Group, BU Regional Co-operation
Group meetings, G12 Heads of ECA’s, G-20
ECA members, International Working Group
on Export Credits (IWG), and BRICS ECA’s
Forums and Meetings.
Over the years, ECGC has also been a host
to various international events such as the
Berne Union Annual General Meeting,
workshop of Berne Union Regional Cooperation group, etc. It hosted and chaired the
G-12 Heads of ECAs meeting and BRICS ECA
meeting and technical workshops in 2016-17.
In its diamond jubilee year, ECGC has been
conferred the “Best ECA Award” by the Trade
and Forfaiting Review, which is a ﬁtting and
happy coincidence for India's highly regarded
export credit agency.
ECGC thus is one of the rare ECAs that are
regulated by insurance regulator, functioning
commercially while ensuring its mandate of
export promotion by being an all-weather
partner to exporters and banks in India.
ECGC is poised to support increasing
internationalization of India’s trade in the
years to come. ■
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The complementary role of
oﬃcial development
ﬁnance: some observations
and recommendations
By Paul H.J. Mudde, Consultant of Sustainable Finance & Insurance

is needed.
A substantial part
of the UN SDG
ﬁnancing gap is
caused by the lack of
bankable projects.
This means that more
eﬀorts have to be put
into project
development. An
Paul Mudde
interesting initiative of
the DFI community is SOURCE, which is a
public project management tool enabling
government and public sector agencies to
$
$ & $ & $activities.2$
improve
their project preparation

Introduction
In various studies of the World Bank and
other development ﬁnance institutions (DFIs1)
it is highlighted that the ﬁnancing needs of
developing countries to meet the UN
Sustainable Development goals (UN SDGs)
are enormous. These SDGs cover a broad
range of development topics among which
infrastructure, climate change, poverty
reduction, education and health. UNCTAD
estimates that the UN SDGs require an
additional investment of $2.5 trillion a year
over the next 15 years (see Figure 1).
The international aid community broadly
recognizes there is a huge ﬁnancing gap
between the UN SDG ﬁnancing needs and
the ﬁnancing that is available from
developing countries’ own resources and
funds from bilateral aid donors and DFIs. This
implies that mobilization of nondevelopmental sources of capital – both
public and private – is of utmost importance.
In their joint report “from billions to trillions”,
published in April 2015, leading DFIs among
which the World Bank Group, ADB, EIB,
EBRD, IaDB, AfDB and the IMF state that “to
meet the investment needs of the SDGs, the
global community needs to move the
discussion from “Billions” in ODA to “Trillions”
in investments of all kinds: public and private,
national and global, in both capital and
capacity”.
It is also recognized by leading DFIs that
the SDG agenda and their eﬀorts to mobilize
non-developmental sources of capital require
“not only just more money”, but also “a global
change of mindsets, approaches and
accountabilities”. In other words a
fundamental redesign of the aid architecture
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development ﬁnance community and other
providers of ﬁnance for developing countries.
The main topic in the OECD DAC concerns
Oﬃcial Development Assistance (ODA),
which is basically a soft or concessional form
of development ﬁnance. The international
donor community has committed to allocate
0.7% of their Gross National Income (GNI) to
ODA for developing countries, which explains
the importance of ODA. ODA consists of
bilateral ODA from donor countries to aid
recipient countries and contributions from
ODA donor countries to multilateral
development ﬁnance institutions. A grant to
for example IDA is recognised as ODA.
Disbursements under bilateral aid loans with
a minimum concessionality or grant level of
25% can also be reported as ODA.
Repayments of these loans are treated as
negative ODA. This is why the current ODA
framework recognises gross and net ODA.
According to preliminary OECD DAC
statistics the net ODA disbursements of all
DAC members were in 2016 approximately
$170 billion, of which $128.6 billion
concerned bilateral ODA and $41.6 billion
ﬁnancial contributions to multilateral
institutions.

the economic development and
welfare of developing countries as its
main objective; and
b) is concessional in character and
conveys a grant element of at least 25
per cent (calculated at a rate of
discount of 10 per cent).”
Source: OECD DAC
In 2014 the OECD DAC agreed to implement
a new methodology to measure the
minimum concessionality level for Oﬃcial
Development Assistance (ODA). With
concessionality calculations the OECD DAC
donor countries measure in essence the
amount of subsidy provided by a donor to
distinguish ODA from other forms of
(oﬃcial) ﬁnancing (see Figure 2).

Development of a new ODA
framework

Current ODA deﬁnition
The DAC deﬁnes ODA as “those ﬂows to (1)
countries and territories on the DAC List of
ODA Recipients and to (2) multilateral
institutions which are:
i. provided by oﬃcial agencies, including
state and local governments, or by their
executive agencies; and
ii. each transaction of which:
a) is administered with the promotion of

Figure 2: Net ODA disbursements in million U$ (at current
prices)
$
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In the current OECD DAC system to measure
concessionality a grant leads to a
concessionality level of 100%, whereas a
commercial bank loan (without any oﬃcial
subsidies) leads to a concessionality level of
0%. According to the current ODA deﬁnition
the minimum concessionality level for a loan
to qualify as ODA is 25%, but for many years
a ﬁxed – highly doubtful – discount rate of
10% has been used, irrespective the tenor of
the loan, the relevant currency and market
interest rates of the ﬁnancing. Today market
discount rates are substantially lower than
the ﬁxed 10% of the OECD DAC. In the
context of OECD tied aid regulations in the
OECD Arrangement for oﬃcially supported
export credits (which is governed by a
diﬀerent OECD forum than the DAC) more
realistic discount rates are used. They are
currency speciﬁc; take into account market
interest rates for sovereign borrowers and the
tenor of the loan. Today’s discount rates for
tied aid credits with a tenor between 15 and
20 years are for the Euro 1.7% and for the
$3.7%3. They are therefore substantially lower
than the 10% discount rate for ODA. For
many years it has been quite easy for many
donors to lend at or slightly above their own
long-term sovereign bond rates, while still
meeting the 25% ODA concessionality
threshold. The artiﬁcial high ODA discount
rate led therefore to a highly inﬂated ODA
performance of donor countries during the
past decade. This was an important motive
for the DAC to redeﬁne ODA.
At the end of December 2014 OECD DAC
members agreed to count only as ODA
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Least Developed Countries (LDC) and other
Low Income Countries (LIC) have been
increased from 25% to 45%, which implies
that for these countries aid loans require a
higher amount of subsidy to qualify as ODA.
Important is that these new ODA rules are
not only relevant for bilateral ODA loans, but
also for the concessional lending activities of
multilateral donors such as IDA and the
regional development banks. For
concessional loans of Multilateral
Development Banks (MDBs) have to meet the
applicable ODA minimum concessionality
levels.
The rationale of the ODA changes of
minimum concessionality levels is to
encourage donors to provide more ODA to
countries that are highly dependent on aid
and less ODA to countries that have
reasonable access to alternative sources of
ﬁnance. But the unintended side eﬀect could
very well be that ODA loans to LMICs and
UMICs will increase, because donors require
substantial less aid subsidies for aid loans to
these countries. The new concessionality
rules could therefore be completely
counterproductive. Additional measures are
needed to avoid a misallocation of ODA (see
Table 1).
In the IMF/ WB DSF, which applies to LICs,
the minimum concessionality level is 35%,
while for tied aid credits the minimum
concessionality levels are 50% for LDCs and
35% for all other countries. It is unclear why
the DAC has opted for its own minimum
concessionalty requirements. Fact is that the
new ODA minimum concessionality levels and
discount rates have complicated the
international aid architecture.
Currently the OECD DAC is discussing how
ODA can be used to encourage mobilization
of private sector sources of capital. This
concerns a discussion on Private Sector
Instruments (PSI), which includes loans,
guarantees and equity investments. The focus

EXPERT ANALYSIS

development grants and for development
loans only the “grant portion” of the loan.
This “grant portion” is in essence the aid
subsidy involved and is calculated on the
basis of new speciﬁc ODA discount rates.
These new discount rates are now
diﬀerentiated in three country categories,
namely 9% for Least Developed Countries
(LDCs) and Low Income Countries (LICs), 7%
for Lower Middle Income Countries (LMICs)
and 6% for Upper Middle Income Countries
(UMICs). Unfortunately the new ODA
discount rates are again not an accurate
reﬂection of market interest rates and still
much higher than the more realistic discount
rates for tied aid credits. It implies that ODA
will remain highly inﬂated in the future.
Interesting is that the IMF and World Bank
apply a ﬁxed 5%4 discount rate to measure
minimum concessionality levels for loans to
countries that fall under the IMF / World
Bank Debt Sustainability Framework
(IMF/WB DSF). The DSF was developed to
avoid unsustainable borrowing by developing
countries. It applies to all Low Income
Countries (LICs) of which many in the past
two decades beneﬁtted from debt relief.
As a consequence of these recent changes
there are currently three diﬀerent
methodologies for concessionality
calculations for aid loans of which the one for
ODA is the least realistic. This is likely
inﬂuenced by the desire of DAC member
countries to meet the 0.7% ODA/GNI
commitment.
In addition the OECD DAC agreed in 2014
to new minimum concessionality levels, which
further complicate the ODA framework. For
Lower Middle Income Countries (LMIC) the
minimum concessionality level is set at 15%
and for Upper Middle Income Countries
(UMIC) it is 10%. This implies that for aid loans
to these countries less aid subsidies are
required than under the old ODA framework.
Furthermore the concessionality level for the

Table 1: Aid architecture and concessionality calculations
Old
ODA

New ODA

Grant Element
Thresholds

25%

• 45% for LDCs and other LICs
• 15% for LMICs
• 10% for UMICs

Discount Rates

10%

• 9% for LDCs and other LICs
• 7% for LMICs
• 6% for UMICs

IMF /
WB DSF
35%

5%

Tied Aid 4
• 50% for LDCs
• 35% for all other
countries
• Euro: 1.7% (1)
• U$: 3.7% (1)

(1) These interest rates are according to the OECD arrangement on oﬃcially supported export credits the
applicable discount rates for tied aid credits with a tenor between 15 and 20 years in March 2017.
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of the current discussion is to determine the
so-called ODA component (i.e. aid subsidy)
of these PSI-instruments. Very arbitrary
calculation methodologies are suggested to
distract the ODA subsidy from these ﬁnancial
instruments. This ODA component can then
be reported as ODA, which will likely imply an
increase of the ODA performance of donors.
The intention of the OECD DAC is to seek
ﬁrst an agreement on these ODA aid subsidy
calculations and at a latter stage a discussion
will take place on the complementary role of
ODA. One of the problems is that again
unrealistic discount rates are used to
calculate the ODA component of the PSI–
instruments, which has also an impact on
others forms of oﬃcial ﬁnance.
A challenge in all these OECD DAC
discussions is that the entire new ODA
framework is discussed in complete isolation
without properly taking into account market
realities and the potential negative impact of
new regulations on alternative (non-ODA)
sources of capital that are available to
developing countries. Instead of crowding in
non-developmental sources of capital ODA
may crowd out these alternative sources.
Clarity about the complementary role of not

only ODA, but also other forms of oﬃcially
supported development ﬁnancing, is
therefore of utmost importance. It is in the
interest of the donor community and the SDG
agenda at large to use scarce subsidized aid
ﬁnancing only for projects in countries that
do not have adequate access to ﬁnancing
that requires no or less oﬃcial support. The
higher the aid subsidies involved the more
prudency is needed to avoid crowding out.
In other words a clear understanding on
the complementary role of development
ﬁnance is critical and urgently needed to
enhance aid eﬃciency and aid eﬀectiveness
and achieve the UN SDGs.

ODA and other sources of ﬁnance
available for developing countries
Countries make use of various sources of
ﬁnance. These sources include market based
debt ﬁnance from domestic and international
bank and capital markets (without any form
of oﬃcial support), ODA and Other Oﬃcial
Flows (OOF). OOF, which is also reported to
the OECD, concerns oﬃcial (government
supported) ﬁnancing, which does not meet
the ODA conditions, either because it is not
primarily aimed at development of

The role of oﬃcial Export Credit Agencies (ECAs).
ECAs exist in many OECD and non-OECD countries. Their main objective is to support
exports and foreign investments from their home country. Leading ECAs are member of the
so-called Berne Union, which is a global association of credit and political risk insurers.
Berne Union members supported in 2016 11.1% of global exports. At the end of 2016 the total
MLT exposure of Berne Union members in both export credits and investments was approx.
U$ 961 billion. This amount is more than 200% of the outstanding exposure of leading DFIs
on developing countries, which in 2016 stood at approximately U$ 419 billion.

Outstanding exposure of leading MDBs in 2016 (in million U$)
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Loans

Equity

Guarantees

Total

IBRD/IDA

167.643

0

5.198

172.841

IFC

23.910

10.793

3.478

38.181

ADB

67.599

1.187

2.105

70.891

IaDB

81.952

0

230

82.182

AfDB

21.641

104

565

22.310

EBRD

26.213

5.949

638

32.800

Total

388.958

18.033

12.214

419.205

Obviously the mandates of ECAs and DFI’s diﬀer. DFI’s have a developmental mandate,
whereas ECAs have primarily an export promotion mandate. It is, however, a fact that both
DFIs and ECAs have an important developmental impact, for they are both key in ﬁnancing
the import and investment needs of developing countries.
Source: Berne Union and MDB annual reports 2016.
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developing countries or because it has a
concessionality level of less than 25%. OOF
includes oﬃcially supported export credits of
oﬃcial Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) and
loans from bilateral DFIs that provide
ﬁnancing on non-concessional terms, either
at preferential interest rates (but too high to
qualify as ODA) or on market based terms.
Other examples of OOF are oﬃcial
investment loans5 of EXIM banks and ECAs
that are in particular used in project ﬁnance,
private sector market based lending of
bilateral DFIs (e.g. loans from FMO, DEG,
Proparco) and so-called bilateral
“promotional loans6” to sovereign borrowers,
whereby the bilateral DFI passes on the
beneﬁts of its low funding costs to the loan
to the sovereign. The German development
bank KfW is quite active in this area of
promotional sovereign loans.
Developing countries borrow also
substantial amounts from Multilateral
Development Banks (MDBs). Such ﬁnancing
provided by entities like the IBRD/IDA is
reported to the OECD under “multilateral
concessional lending” (which is the ODA
equivalent for MDBs) or “multilateral nonconcessional lending” (which is the OOF
equivalent for MDBs). (See Figure 3.)
Non-concessional loans of MDBs include
market-based loans to private sector
borrowers. Examples are private sector loans
provided by IFC and the private lending
departments of ADB, EBRD, IaDB and AfDB
and sovereign loans to the public sector at
preferential subsidized interest rates. The
latter concerns loans whereby the MDB
passes on the beneﬁts of its low funding
costs (based upon its AAA credit rating and
preferred creditor status) to the loans for
their sovereign borrowers. These sovereign
preferential loans are under the current ODA
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)
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)
)
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)
)
)
) ) of
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) )
)MDBs )
)
MDBs,) the interest
rates
are for all their sovereign borrowers the same,
irrespective their credit standing. An IBRD
loan
to
a country
like
China,
Mexico,
Brazil,
)
)
)
) )
)
)
)
)
)
)
) or India
) )
) for )example
))
Turkey
has
the same
interest rate as an IBRD loan to a high risk
country in Africa (see Table 2).
In the OECD DAC discussions on the ODA
component of PSI instruments the DAC is in
fact looking at the “ODA aid subsidy” in OOF
ﬁnancing statistics. Would it not be easier for
donors to partially reallocate ODA funds to
OOF ﬁnancing instruments? Most OECD DAC
donors are apparently not in favor of that
because this would likely negatively aﬀect
their international commitment to spend 0.7%
of GNI on ODA (see Figure 4).
Figure 4 summarizes all main forms of
oﬃcial ﬁnancing available to developing
countries. It provides also indications of the
‘”level of oﬃcial support” for each ﬁnancing
modality. Obviously an “ODA grant”
constitutes the highest form of oﬃcial
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Table 2: Indicative non-concessional U$ lending interest rates of MDBs for sovereign loans
with an average maturity of 15 years (Sept 2017)
IBRD

ADB

IaDB

AfDB

Floating Base
Rate for U$

6 month Libor

6 month Libor

3 month Libor

6 month Libor

Base rate

50 Bps

50 Bps

85 Bps

80 Bps

Maturity premium

30 Bps

20 Bps

Not Applicable

10 Bps

Funding rebate/costs

- 5 Bps

- 5 Bps

+ 10 Bps

- 2 Bps

Total spread
over LIBOR

75 Bps

55 Bps

95 Bps

88 Bps

Sources: IBRD, ADB, IaDB, AfDB
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support and “market based ﬁnance”, such as
a commercial bank loan, involves no oﬃcial
support. Between “market based ﬁnance”
and “ODA grants” there are various forms of
oﬃcial ﬁnance, with diﬀerent levels of oﬃcial
support. Oﬃcial non-development ﬁnance
concerns (1) OECD ECA exports and (2)
OECD ECA investment loans. The other
forms of oﬃcial ﬁnance concerns Oﬃcial
Development Finance (ODF), which is the
sum of ODA + OOF provided by DFIs.

How to avoid crowding out of market
based ﬁnance or other sources of
oﬃcial ﬁnance
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Given the enormous ﬁnancing needs of
developing countries mobilization of private
capital is high on the agenda of the
international aid community. This implies that
the DFIs and their guardian authorities need
to be fully aware of which other sources of
ﬁnance are (potentially) available to
developing countries and how these other
sources can be tapped.
There is tendency within the aid
community to narrow the discussions on the
mobilization of private capital to the
development of public private partnerships
(PPPs), in particular through project ﬁnance.
The latter concerns projects that have the
potential to generate suﬃcient income to
repay commercial debt ﬁnancing and pay
dividend to equity investors. The too narrow
approach ignores amongst others that
private capital can not only be mobilized for
private sector sponsored PPP projects, but
also for typical public sector projects,
whereby the government (sovereign) or a
sub sovereign entity (e.g. municipality) or
state owned enterprise (SOE) acts as
borrower or guarantor. This is for example
relevant for most transport, electricity
distribution, climate adaptation and water
projects. Most roads, railways, regional
airports, harbours, drinking water & sanitation
projects are and will likely remain typical
public sector projects in many developing
countries8.
In India, which is the most advanced in
private sector participation in infrastructure,
64% of the country’s infrastructure is still
ﬁnanced and managed by the public sector.
In most other developing countries the share
of public sector infrastructure is likely
substantially higher. PPP can contribute to
bridging the infrastructure ﬁnancing gap, but
is clearly not the panacea. DFIs’ mobilization
strategies should therefore also focus on
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Participants to the OECD Arrangement on
oﬃcially supported export credits have made
some important regulations on this topic.
They have amongst others deﬁned minimum
premiums to avoid distortion of competition
between various ECAs that are caused by
pricing diﬀerences. Furthermore the rules
have been set to avoid a credit subsidy race
between OECD governments, because
ultimately the ECA export promotion
schemes involve scarce governments
budgets and tax payers’ money. These
considerations are obviously also relevant for
other forms of oﬃcial ﬁnance, including
development ﬁnance.
The minimum OECD ECA risk premiums
are based upon a joint risk assessment by all
OECD ECAs of the ﬁnancial, economic and
political situation of countries. In the design
of the minimum premiums market based
pricing benchmarks were also taken into
account. The system is furthermore fed by
the joint payment experiences of OECD ECAs
with developing countries. These minimum
premium rules have been highly eﬀective to
avoid pricing distortion of competition in the
export ﬁnance business between OECD
ECAs.10
The minimum OECD premium rules do not
apply to bilateral investment loans provided
by EXIM banks or supported by investment
guarantees from ECA-insurers, because these
loans or guarantees are not tied to exports
but tied to the nationality of the (equity)
investor. Reliable data on ECA pricing
practices for these investment loans or
investment guarantees are unfortunately not
available. There are, however, indications that
these untied investment loans are crowding
out oﬃcial export credits. During the past 6-8
years the volume of untied investment loans
and guarantees have substantially increased11.
They are mainly used for debt ﬁnancing of
greenﬁeld project ﬁnance transactions in
which foreign equity investors are involved.
This concerns the largest share of Public
Private Partnership projects.
The problem of crowding out of oﬃcial
export credits by these oﬃcial investment
loans / guarantees could be avoided if for
these EXIM / ECA investment loans the
OECD minimum premiums would apply. For
the ECAs involved this should technically not
be a problem, because they are already
familiar with the OECD pricing system and
the risks to which they are exposed under
their investment programs are very similar to
the risks under their export credit programs.

EXPERT ANALYSIS

mobilizing capital for public sector projects.
This is currently hardly discussed in the DFI
community, whereas the opportunities for the
mobilization of capital for public sector
projects are substantial. Many governments in
developing countries – in particular middleincome countries – have good or reasonable
access to the private market and can obtain
ﬁnancing (support) from for example oﬃcial
Export Credit Agencies, commercial banks
and private insurers. This concerns in
particular countries that are rated in OECD
ECA risk categories 2 – 4, but opportunities
also exist in countries with a higher risk
proﬁle9. The impressive overlap of exposures
of for example IBRD/IDA and Berne Union
members on many countries show there are
huge opportunities for cooperation and
alignment of operations. More or less similar
overlaps exist with the portfolios of other
Multilateral Development Banks (e.g. ADB,
IaDB, EBRD, EIB, AfDB). Enhanced
cooperation through among others
guarantee and risk transfer operations should
be explored and utilized to mobilize more
ﬁnancing for development and to improve aid
eﬃciency and aid eﬀectiveness (see Figures
5 and 6).
The aid community focuses on mobilizing
private capital, but this ignores that
important public – non-developmental
– sources of capital can be catalyzed for
developing countries, This concerns among
others insurance capacity of oﬃcial export
credit agencies and lending capacity of EXIM
banks and investment capital from sovereign
wealth funds. These three public sources have
substantial capital available to support SDG
projects in developing countries. That’s why
(governments through their) multilateral and
bilateral DFIs should include these potential
sources in their mobilization strategies.
DFI mobilization strategies require not only
clarity on which public or private funds can
be crowded in, but also a clear view on how
potential “crowding out” of other forms of
ﬁnance without or with substantial less
oﬃcial support, can be avoided. In other
words: clarity about the complementary role
of oﬃcial ﬁnance. In this area the OECD DAC
has thus far made little progress. There is the
intention to discuss “additionality” in the near
future, but this is limited to ODA PSIinstruments. The upcoming DAC discussion
should also include additionality of non-ODA
forms of oﬃcial development ﬁnance and
development ﬁnance for public sector
borrowers.
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Multilateral or bilateral DFI investment
loans for private sector borrowers are usually
provided on market based terms, but unlike
the ECAs, DFIs do not have a system of
minimum risk based premiums. In this area
DFIs compete with market ﬁnanciers
(without oﬃcial support) and ECA supported
loans and even among each other. “Unfair
competition” caused by diﬀerent pricing
practices could be avoided if the DFIs would
implement the OECD minimum premiums for
trade related foreign currency denominated
export or import ﬁnancing12. It would
therefore not apply to general DFI credit lines

to local banks to encourage them to lend to
certain parts of the economy in developing
countries. (e.g. climate friendly investments,
SME sector, microﬁnance). For many private
sector oriented DFIs this credit line business
concerns approximately 25% of their total
lending to the private sector. Minimum
premiums for trade related business would
reduce the risk of private sector DFI loans
crowding out other sources of ﬁnance that
require no or less oﬃcial support. For private
sector oriented DFIs implementation of the
OECD minimum premiums should also
technically not be a problem, because they
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3: The complementary role of diﬀerent forms of oﬃcial ﬁnance
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achievement of the UN SDGs.
An interesting additional tool that can be
introduced to check potential distortion
between (highly) subsidized development
ﬁnance and market based ﬁnance or ECA
export credits or market based DFI loans
could be the so-called “commercial viability
test” that has been developed for tied aid
credits13. This test ensures that non-market
based tied aid ﬁnance operates
complementary to the market. A similar
commercial viability test could be introduced
for non-market based untied development
ﬁnance. In this way it can be avoided that
scarce non-market based funds are
unintentionally crowding out private capital
or public capital that involves less oﬃcial
support. The OECD DAC could beneﬁt from
the extensive “body of experience” of OECD
export credit Participants with their
discussions about tied aid eligibility.
A commercial viability test for non-market
based untied aid will also contribute to deﬁne
more precisely the complementary role of
non-market based DFI ﬁnance (including
ODA) and enhance the developmental
impact of DFI operations. This is obviously of
great importance to developing countries
and the global SDG agenda.

EXPERT ANALYSIS

currently apply market-based rates. If
needed, they can, like ECAs and EXIM banks,
charge higher rates. The advantage of the
OECD ECA minimum premiums is also that it
will reduce pricing competition among DFIs.
An issue is likely that most DFIs are not
familiar wit the OECD minimum premium
rates and do not like to be bound by (new)
rules. On the other hand the OECD export
credit rules are formally already applicable to
bilateral DFIs if and when they support an
export transaction from their home country. It
may be the case that bilateral DFIs are not
fully aware of the potential relevance of
export credit regulations. It is therefore
recommended that ECAs and DFIs work
together to compare their pricing practices
and experiences.
Promotional loans of bilateral DFIs and
non-concessional preferential loans from
MDBs, which in general are only provided to
sovereign borrowers, have a larger subsidy
component than the DFI private sector loans
or ECA supported export credits. They may
therefore potentially not only crowd our
market based ﬁnancing, but also these two
other oﬃcially supported sources of ﬁnance.
To avoid this from happening relevant DFIs
and MDBs should check whether their more
favourable ﬁnancing terms are indeed
required. It is also in the interest of bilateral
DFIs and MDBs to harmonise their pricing
practices for these preferential / promotional
loans, because today they diﬀer quite
substantially from one another, resulting in
pricing competition among the various
providers of “promotional” development
loans.
Bilateral ODA loans and concessional MDB
loans have even a greater risk of crowding
out other forms of ﬁnance for these loans
involve a substantial higher aid subsidy. These
funds should therefore only be used as
“ﬁnance in last resort”, when other sources of
ﬁnance are not (adequately) available. In this
way it can also be ensured that ODA is mainly
provided to the least developed countries
and low-income countries, which currently fall
under the IMF / WB DSF.
This complementarity ranking could help
oﬃcial ﬁnanciers, in particular bilateral and
multilateral development ﬁnanciers, to
allocate their subsidized development
ﬁnancing only for those (parts of) projects
and countries that truly require subsidized
development ﬁnancing. The suggested
additionality check will contribute to aid
eﬃciency and aid eﬀectiveness and

Conclusions
Enormous amounts of ﬁnancing are needed
to achieve the UN SDGS, which implies that a
strong alignment of development ﬁnance
with other forms of ﬁnance is critical.
Mobilization of non-developmental sources of
capital is important to achieve the UN SDGS.
The discussion should not be limited to
mobilizing private capital. There are
important non-developmental sources of
public capital that can be catalyzed. Nondevelopmental sources of capital cannot only
be catalyzed for private sector projects, but
also for public sector projects. A focus on
“crowding in” other sources of capital
requires a diﬀerent mindset, incentives and
business approaches of DFIs. Of equal
importance is the question how “crowding
out” of market based ﬁnance without support
or oﬃcial ﬁnance with substantial less oﬃcial
support can be avoided.
It is therefore very important that the
OECD DAC starts with a fundamental
discussion on the complementary role of
ODA and other forms of development
ﬁnance, both for the ﬁnancing of public and
private sector projects. For that purpose the
OECD DAC should invite non-development
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ﬁnanciers to the table. In this way it can be
avoided that new ODA regulations will be
developed that negatively aﬀect private or
other oﬃcial (ﬁnancial) ﬂows to developing
countries. Clarity on the complementary role
of development ﬁnance is also critical to
improve aid eﬃciency and aid eﬀectiveness.
OECD members should therefore seriously
consider applying the OECD ECA minimum
premiums to:
(1) untied investment loans of EXIM banks
and /or untied investment guarantees for
debt ﬁnancing of ECA insurers.
(2) Investment loans or guarantees for
debt ﬁnancing from both multilateral and
bilateral DFIs for private sector projects.
Furthermore a commercial viability test
could be introduced for non-market based
development ﬁnance with relatively high
subsidy levels. This could be used to assess
the need for sovereign “promotional loans”
and concessional loans. Concessional loans
should preferably only be provided to

A global understanding on
the complementary role of
oﬃcial ﬁnance is critical
for the achievement of the
UN SDGSs.
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countries that have no or limited access to
market based ﬁnance or oﬃcial ﬁnance that
requires less oﬃcial support. This includes
amongst others the IMF/ WB DSF countries.
These suggestions could assist OECD DAC
members and MDBs to enhance lending to
those countries that really need ODA or other
forms of oﬃcially supported development
loans and improve the eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency of their development ﬁnance
activities.
ODA can be used for project development
to increase the number of bankable projects.
In this way ODA can contribute very
eﬀectively to the achievement of the UN
SDGs.
Last, but not least: the OECD export credit
and DAC member countries and the
international DFI community should reach an
understanding with non-OECD countries on

both export credit and development ﬁnance
(tied and untied aid) topics. For some nonOECD countries have become important
oﬃcial ﬁnanciers of the SDG needs of
developing countries. These non-OECD
countries are currently not bound by
international export credit and aid
regulations. OECD and non-OECD providers
of oﬃcial ﬁnance and Multilateral
Development Banks should therefore work
closely together on additionality of oﬃcial
ﬁnance. A global understanding on the
complementary role of oﬃcial ﬁnance is
critical for the achievement of the
UN SDGSs. ■

Notes
1

There are multilateral and bilateral DFIs. The most
well known multilateral DFIs are IBRD/IDA, IFC
MIGA, ADB, IaDB, AfDB, EBRD, IDB and EIB.
Recently two new multilateral DFIs were
established, namely the AIIB and NDB. Examples of
bilateral DFIs are public sector development banks
/ agencies such as KfW (Germany) and AfD
(France) and private sector development banks
such as OPIC (USA), DEG (Germany), Proparco
(France) and FMO (The Netherlands).
2 SOURCE has been developed by the Sustainable
Infrastructure Foundation (SIF), which acts as
executing agency for all participating development
banks among which ADB, AfDB, BNDES, DBSA,
EBRD, IaDB and the World Bank group.
3 These are the so-called Diﬀerentiated Discount
Rates (DDRs) that are published by the OECD
Export credit secretariat. The DDRs vary by
currency and tenor of the ﬁnancing.
4 The IMF / WB adopted a 5% discount rate for
simplicity reasons.
5 Investment loans or investment guarantees from
EXIM banks and ECA-insurers are formally not tied
to exports from the ECA country, but tied to the
nationality of the investor.
6 It is unknown whether these bilateral promotional
loans will qualify as ODA or OOF under the new
ODA regime. It all depends on the level of
concessionality of these promotional loans.
7 It is unknown whether these preferential MDB
sovereign loans will be reported as concessional or
non-concessional loans under the new ODA
framework. It will depend on the concessionality
level of the MDB loans.
8 It is noteworthy that most PPP projects in
developing countries concern electricity generation
/ energy and telecom projects. See the PPI
database of the World Bank.
9 More information about the OECD country risk
classiﬁcation can be found via the following link:
http://www.oecd.org/trade/xcred/crc.htm
10 More information about the OECD minimum
premium for oﬃcially supported export credits can
be found on the following website of the OECD:
http://www.oecd.org/tad/xcred/
11 Important providers of untied investment loans are
amongst others JBIC (Japan), KEXIM (South Korea)
and OPIC (The United States).
12 Due to the lack of reliable data on trade related DFI
ﬁnancing the volume of such DFI business activities
is unknown.
13 See the OECD Arrangement on oﬃcially supported
export credits.
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The case for ECAs’
promotion of sustainable
development
By the ICC Global Export Finance Committee.
Introduction
Export Credit Agencies (“ECAs”) have long
had a public policy mandate. They introduced
special arrangements1 promoting climate
change mitigation measures well before the
Paris accord on climate change.
This paper sets out the opportunity for
ECAs to refresh and expand their public
policy commitment by pro-actively
supporting a broader “sustainable
development” agenda, extend beyond
traditional export ﬁnance segments and “stay
relevant” over the medium-long term as the
world transitions to a lower carbon economy.
The ICC Global Export Finance Committee
wishes to engage in a discussion with ECAs
in relation to this important topic.

What is “sustainable development”?
“Sustainable development” is a broad term,
but at its core it is development activity
undertaken with a long term view.
Sustainable development came into global
focus in September 2015 when all 193
Member States of the United Nations
“adopted a plan for achieving a better future
for all — laying out a path over the next 15
years to end extreme poverty, ﬁght inequality
and injustice, and protect our planet. At the
heart of “Agenda 2030” are the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) which clearly
deﬁne the world we want — applying to all
nations and leaving no one behind”2.
The SDGs address issues such as Good
Health and Wellbeing, Quality Education,
Clean Water and Sanitation, Aﬀordable and
Clean Energy and Sustainable Cities and
Communities, and can be used as a reference
for a discussion regarding a broader role for
ECAs in supporting sustainable development.

Why should ECAs get involved?
The reasons are compelling:
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1. The need is acute and the ambitions
signiﬁcant – ﬁnancing from multiple

sources will be required in order to deliver
change. For example, the funding gap to
meet the SDGs is estimated to be
~USD2.6tr p.a. to 2030.3
2. ECAs have the skills and experience to
play a key role in sustainable development,
particularly in emerging markets. It is an
opportunity for the industry and its
participants to stay relevant in a changing
world. Yet in part at least, to date ECAs
appear to be absent from this debate.4
3. 193 governments have signed up to the
SDGs, so actions by ECAs promoting
sustainable development will be consistent
with policy. Governments are, or soon will
be, obliged to report on what they are
doing to promote the SDGs.5 Likewise,
governments have signed up to the Paris
Accord on Climate Change and all but the
USA will be under pressure to meet their
“Nationally Determined Commitments”.
Action on climate change is consistent with
SDGs 7 & 13.
4. Sustainable development and the SDGs
are also a key concern of the private
sector. 82% of S&P 500 companies
produced Corporate Sustainability Reports
in 2016 (up from only 20% in 2011)6,
emphasising the development of the
sustainable development agenda and the
importance of ESG issues when setting
corporate strategies. SDG17 is titled
“Partnerships for the Goals”. Financing
sustainable development in developing
markets is often diﬃcult. This is where
ECAs excel and can lend real comfort to,
and catalyse, the private sector.
5. Our mutual customers – and potential ECA
borrowers – in emerging economies are
also embracing sustainable development
and practices and increasingly wanting to
engage in discussion on the topic of
sustainability. The ability of ECAs to
converse on this topic will become
increasingly important
6. ECAs are one of few “origination”
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Not all SDGs lend themselves to exportrelated activity, but most do. There are also
investment-related, “national interest”
opportunities, e.g.:
l Climate adaptation measures in developing
countries. E.g. construction of sea walls to
protect communities in low-lying areas
(SDG 1, 13)
l Rural infrastructure, improving agricultural
productivity (SDG 2)
l Healthcare (SDG 3)
l Education (SDG 4)
l Water (SDG 6)
l Clean Energy (SDG 7)
l Improving economic productivity,
employment & sustainable tourism [very
broad, so consider limiting to developing
markets] (SDG 8)
l Build resilient infrastructure, foster
innovation [very broad, so consider limiting
to developing markets] (SDG 9)
l Promote income growth of the bottom
40% of the population to reduce inequality
(SDG 10)
l Aﬀordable housing and transport (SDG 11)
l Promote recycling & eﬃcient use of natural
resources (SDG 12)
l Promote sustainable use of marine
resources (SDG 14)
l Promote sustainable use and protection of
forest and other ecosystems (SDG 15)
l Partnerships for the Goals (SDG 17)

What are other market players doing?
Sustainability considerations are rapidly
becoming a mainstream concern and SDG-

speciﬁc initiatives are gaining momentum in
the global economy. For example:
l Over 9,000 companies have pledged to
make the SDGs a success.7 A 2017 survey
of large companies by research ﬁrm
Oekom revealed that less than two years
after the SDGs came in to eﬀect, 17.4% of
companies surveyed were already aligning
their sustainability management systems
with the SDGs.8
l Back in 2016, a coalition of Dutch and
Scandinavian pension investors – APG,
PGGM, Swedish pension funds AP1, AP2,
AP3 and AP4, MN, Actiam and Kempen
Capital Management – signed a pledge to
target investable solutions around the
SDGs.9
l The UN Global Compact Action Platform
for Financial Innovation for the SDGs
brings together UN agencies, companies,
banks, investors and development banks to
create mainstream SDG investments,
leverage new partnerships and blended
ﬁnance, match SDG investments and
investors and map ﬁnancial innovation.
l Both ANZ and HSBC have launched SDG
bonds, following the lead of the World
Bank in March 2017 and assisting in
bringing this ﬁnancial innovation in to the
mainstream.
l BNP Paribas is devising a methodology to
ascertain which SDGs beneﬁt from the
activities of a particular company or
country allowing investors “to map out the
SDGs like an Atlas for the regions in which
they invest”, and look for the companies in
that region that are prioritising the same
SDGs as them.
l The European Union released its “Action
Plan on Financing Sustainable Growth” on
9 March 2018…..without mentioning ECAs.
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functions in government with the
commercial “edge” to promote both
private and public sector sustainable
development.
7. ECAs are one of few areas of government
with the requisite expertise in developing
markets to make a diﬀerence.
8. This is also a great branding exercise for
ECAs and a counter to critics of ECA
activity. The positive branding can extend
to government more broadly. For example,
loans provided in support of sustainable
development will qualify for inclusion in
the burgeoning “Impact” or “Sustainability”
bond markets, reﬂecting positively on the
government of ECA/s behind the
transactions.
9. Support of sustainable development will
impose a natural discipline encouraging
both ECAs and private sector partners to
take a long term view on development.

While the above initiatives are largely
focussed on the developed markets, a large
number of companies including BASF,
Deutsche Post, ENEL, Ikea, LG, Philips, SDS,
Unilever, Vestas and Yara have or are
conducting sustainable development
initiatives in developing markets, often with
the help of UN agencies. ECAs are ideally
placed to help banks and corporates build
out their commercial, as opposed to
charitable, enterprises in developing markets.

Potential actions ECAs could take in
support of sustainable development:
ECAs, individually and collectively, will decide
what actions are necessary and to what
extent it is appropriate to anchor those
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“sustainability” actions in the SDGs. But to
start the discussion, here are some
suggestions:
Immediate actions:
1. “Do no harm”: screen deals for alignment
with the SDG or other sustainability
principles.
2. Extend current environmental policy and
review into pro-active engagement with
borrowers and sponsors on the issue of
sustainability which could become a
source of competitive advantage for
certain ECAs
3. Develop new sustainable development
support solutions (as part of a national
interest agenda)
4. Map all transactions to the SDGs
5. Have one or more ECAs join the UN Global
Compact Action Plan for Financial
Innovation for the SDGs – given its
commercial (as opposed to philanthropic)
emphasis, the Compact could be an ideal
platform for progressive ECAs to explore
opportunities to partner with the private
sector to promote sustainable
development, particularly in developing
countries.
6. Simple re-branding of existing guarantees
and insurances
7. Reduce minimum deal-size thresholds
when exports relate to sustainable
development in developing countries,
thereby catalysing innovation at home and
sustainable development where it is most
needed.

linked to improvements in literacy levels.
Waste reduction could be linked to tonnes
of landﬁll avoided. Many ECAs have “bondfriendly” products enabling ECAs to play a
role in expanding the support of the
capital markets, mobilising part of the
~US$300t10 managed by the capital
markets every year.
Finally this does not necessarily need to be
an OECD-endorsed initiative. It may be
something ECAs consider progressing
outside that framework.

Next steps
We invite interested ECAs to join a discussion
with ICC Global Export Finance Committee –
Sustainability Working Group representatives
(ANZ, HSBC, JP Morgan, MUFG) at the TXF
event in Prague, 6-7 June.

ICC Global Export Finance
Committee
Contacts for further information:
Paul Richards, ANZ
paul.richards@anz.com
Richard Hodder, HSBC
richard.hodder@hsbcib.com
Clarine Stenfert, JP Morgan
clarine.c.stenfert@jpmorgan.com
Olwyn Buldhoo, MUFG
olwyn.buldhoo@uk.mufg.jp

Notes
1
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Medium term initiatives:
1. Soften content requirements (e.g. by (i)
increasing the current 30% cap on local
costs (ii) enabling ECA support for projects
with multiple, but small export contracts)
and promote services (noting that
progression of the SDGs will require
provision of developed world services in
the developing world)
2. Extended repayment periods
3. Extended grace periods
4. Concessional premium arrangements
5. More creative structuring. Consider nonsenior debt and/or measures in “impact”
terms: participating ECAs could team with
the private sector (charitable foundations,
family oﬃces etc) to catalyse investment
with a joint – or alternate –
economic/impact return. Climate initiatives
could be linked to carbon reduction in
countries where carbon trading is
unavailable. Education initiatives could be

2
3

4

5

6
7
8
9
10

Annex IV to the Arrangement on Oﬃcially
Supported Export Credits
UN-Business Action Hub: See
https://business.un.org/en/info/sdg
The World Economic Forum estimates that
approximately $4 trillion a year is needed to realise
the SDGs worldwide. Current annual investment in
related projects lies at $1.4 trillion, meaning there is
a $2.6 trillion pa investment gap.
Eg The European Union released its “Action Plan on
Financing Sustainable Growth” on 9 March 2018…
..without mentioning ECAs.
As part of its follow-up and review mechanisms, the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
encourages member states to “conduct regular and
inclusive reviews of progress at the national and
sub-national levels, which are country-led and
country-driven” and reported to the UN. These
“Voluntary National Reviews” also seek to
strengthen policies and institutions of governments
and to mobilize multi-stakeholder support and
partnerships for the implementation of the
Sustainable Development Goals.
3BL Media, 31 May 2017
EY, 29 January 2018, How do you fund a sustainable
tomorrow?
Environmental Finance 17 December 2017
Environmental Finance 17 December 2017
EY, 29 January 2018, How do you fund a sustainable
tomorrow?
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